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Organization and Naming: Tips and Tricks 
 
Effective data management - including organization and naming - practices are critical to helping you 
achieve replicability, efficiency, and elegance in your work. Here are some key tips and tricks to keep in 
mind as you develop and then implement an organization and naming system.  
 
General things to keep in mind: 

• Build planning and documentation (related to data management) into your workflow. You will 
want to plan upfront, and then continue to check and revisit your system and practices to 
update them as You learn and to make sure You are being consistent. 

• Think long-term - you want to organize and name things so you can find stuff months, maybe 
years from when you create them. 

• Start early with organization (plan for it, and then plan it out) in your career and in relation to 
each new project 

• Particularly if you are starting early, think about how your naming and organization scheme will 
be able to scale for larger and more complex projects (*they should be able to!) 

• Document your organization and naming structure so you have a quick and easy reference for 
yourself (this template is one way you can do that) 

• Pick a system that really works for you, and then be consistent! 
 
 
Specific Tips: 

• Have separate directories for data and analysis (i.e., your pre-writing and writing in a separate 
folder from all your data files) 

• Once you get 20-25 files in a folder, you probably will want to make a sub-folder to house them 

• Stay away from using symbols and spaces in file names - use syntax that can be easily read by 
computers, and humans 

• Really think about when and if you are going to use dates in your file and naming systems so you 
don't use them haphazardly and confuse yourself down the road; think about using logical 01, 
02, 03 … rather than chronological ordering in naming 

• Balance keeping file names short with having enough info (like a content tab) that you know 
what they are about 

• Have a good and consistent system for keeping track of versions so you don't get confused (e.g., 
number of the version at end of each file name) 

• If working with collaborators, include initials of author in document name (with version 
number!) 

• Left pad numbers (e.g., 01 rather than 1) in folder names so sorting is numerical and 00 comes 
before 10. 

• Be consistent and careful with capitalization as some programs are case sensitive 

• In file naming, think about syntax that helps with readability, and with separating information. 
For example, you might want to use "-" to separate text to help with readability, and "_" to 
separate different information on the file (i.e., the project it relates to and then what it is or 
what version it is) 

 
 
*See excel worksheet template for examples of directory structuring and naming schemes, and to build 
out your own system! 
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Example of a disorganized directory with no naming system (what you DON’T want!) 
 

 
 
Example of a system (something like this is what you DO want!) 

 

 
 
Sources and additional information: Jennifer Earl (class lecture); Jenny Bryan "naming things" 
presentation: https://speakerdeck.com/jennybc/how-to-name-files; Scott Long's "The Workflow of Data 
Analysis Using Stata" (2009), chapter 2; Also check-out additional cheat sheets and explainers on 
organizing and naming on Professor Earl's website: https://jearl.faculty.arizona.edu/content/stata-
resources-data-management  

Problems include: 
- No logical order of folders 
- Dates written backwards and in different parts of 

folder name (when used) – won’t sort logically 
- File names don’t include enough information to 

make sense in the future 
- No conventions, or consistency in how numbers or 

caps or “-“ are used so not clear what they mean and 
they aren’t meaningful 

- Lack of consistency and logical ordering in both 
folder and file naming would make it hard to find 
what you need with sort and/or search bar 

Notice: 
- Consistent use of syntax (e.g., “-“ 

separates for ease of reading, “_” 
separates meta data) 

- Logical numbering system so files sort in 
order (here numbers represent semester 
of grad school) 

- Left pad numbers with 0 so 01 will come 
before 10 etc.  

- Strategy for keeping particular files at top 
of folder (0) and at bottom of folder (z) 

- File naming scheme that will group like 
files and then sort then by number, which 
here is what order they come in (e.g., all 
“HW” files will be together and then HW 
01 will come before HW 02 etc.) 

- File names include enough information to 
be meaningful 

https://speakerdeck.com/jennybc/how-to-name-files

